Casino’Touch

1-6 players, adult recommended
Casino’Touch by
Bring your family back together!
Casino’Touch is a game of Boule, similar to Roulette. Up to 6 users play together and take turns placing their bets. Casino’Touch is
an entertaining game based on both luck and strategy. As in a real game of Boule, players can make bets on individual numbers,
colors, odd/even or high/low. Players place bets using their starting pile of chips, and gain chips after winning rounds, or lose chips
after failing rounds. Players compete against eachother and the virtual dealer; the winner is the last player standing.
*Casino’Touch is for entertainment purposes only. All bets are virtual and are not tied to any monetary denomination.

How to Play
Boule is comprised of a roulette wheel with red
and black numbers 1-9, in sequence and spaced
equally. A game board with each number as well as
the categories for “odd/even,” “low/high,” or by
color is used to place bets. Please find the game’s
official rules here: http://wizardofodds.com/games/boule/

The game has six “Start” tabs on the home screen.
Each player must select the button to begin the
game. Each player begins with $38 in chips to place
bets. The pile begins with one $20 chip, one $10
chip, one $5 chip, one $2 chip and one $1 chip.

New Game

Change for the larger denominations is done by
dragging a chip to the dealer’s chip depository. The
change will appear in the space in front of the
dealer’s depository. The change can be dragged to
the player’s till or immediately used for a bet.
Making
change
A small white number on top of each chip’s
denomination will note the quantity. For example,
making change for a $10 chip will reveal a $5 chip
with a X2 white number noting the quantity.

Before the wheel is spun, each player places the
denomination of their choice on the category or
number they believe the ball will stop at after the
wheel is spun.

How to Play (continued)
The wheel is spun with a single touch, and the ball
will land in a pocket. Payouts to the winning player(s)
are determined by what was selected for the bet. The
odds are substantially better that a player will win
with a category rather than a specific number.

For this reason, a player who wins by color, odd/even
or high/low will win 1X the amount they bet. A player
who wins after selecting a specific number wins 7X.
As a rule, the number 5 is not included in any
category; a player can only win having selected 5 if
the ball lands on the specific number.

In the round to the right, the ball landed on a red 4.
Thus, the player who placed their bet on 4 will be
paid out 7X the denomination. It was a $2 chip, so the
winnings for this round are $14 to that player. The
players who selected black, high, and the number 8
have all lost the round.

The numbers from the last twenty rounds are stored
in the game’s memory. Selecting the “Last numbers”
tab adjacent to the wheel will reveal the past rounds.

As in a real casino, the game is ultimately played
against the dealer, so it is possible for none of the
players or all of the players to win each round. The
game will continue with players placing bets each
round until only one player is left and all others have
depleted their pile of chips. It is also possible for a
single user to merely play against the dealer, though
the game will not be as exciting.

Past rounds

Customer support
Customer satisfaction is our number one priority at AFTER-MOUSE.COM. If you are having any technical
issues with this game, please contact our customer support.
We will have a team member respond to your inquiry as soon as possible!

By email at support-games@after-mouse.com
On our website at http://www.after-mouse.com/support/upload/
Thanks for playing!

Frequently asked questions
What are the system requirements to run Casino’Touch?
Casino’Touch requires a multi-touch device, Dual Core Processor with 2 GB minimum memory, 4 GB
recommended memory for optimal speed. Full HD resolution is also recommended for best performance.
What is the recommended age for Casino’Touch?
Casino’Touch is recommended for an adult audience due to game complexity and adult themes.

Does Casino’Touch involve any exchange of currency?
All bets are made using virtual chips representing currency. Casino’Touch does not involve the betting or
exchange of any money.

Is there a time limit to finish the game?
There is no time limit for play, however users can

Is there way to acquire more chips if I’ve run out?
Unfortunately, the chips you begin with and those you acquire with your winnings are the only you can use
for play. There is no additional buy-in option to acquire more chips.

How do I quit or begin a new game?
Touching the hand icon in the corner will load a game menu. Selecting the “Options” button will allow you
to quit or begin a new game.

How do I know when the game is over?
Users play against each other, so the game is over when one player remains. The last player can continue
playing against the computer dealer as long as they want, or until their store of chips has been depleted.

